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Abstract
The popularity of data storage in cloud servers is getting more and more favored in recent times. Its ease of storage, availability
and synchronization of personalized cloud file storage using client applications made cloud storage more popular than ever. In
cloud storage system, using a basic authentication method like username and password are still one of the most popular forms
of authentication. However, the security ensure by such traditional authentication method is weak and vulnerable because the
username and password can be compromised by intruders or the user account can be left open by forgetting to logoff in public
computers, leading to exposure of information to unauthorized users and hackers. In recent years, using a two-factor authentication
has become a trend throughout network-based cloud services, online banking system and any form of services that requires user
authentication. Here, in this paper a second layer authentication in the form of session key is used to ensure the authenticity of the
activities of the user after user’s web-based account is logged-in successfully. The interesting and the critical contribution in this
paper is the way the session key is generated and delivers to the authentic user. The key is generated by using the hash value of the
file content, file size, file last modified, pseudo-random generated by the server using CPU temperature, clock speed, system time,
and network packet timings, and user based 8 digit random position selection from a 32 digit Hex to mitigate against the attacker
while performing vital file activities which may lead to data lost or data destruction or when user’s credentials are compromised.
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Introduction
To use any form of network services (storing, sharing, viewing,
downloading, editing, creating, deleting) from a cloud server or
a standalone system, authentication of the user is mandatory to
validate the authenticity of the user and in-order to protect the
information from unauthorized users. Without authentication
it will be hard to protect user’s data and becomes easier to steal
information. Different methods of authentication can be used, such
as token-based (card information), biometric-based (fingerprint,
retina scan, facial recognition) and knowledge-based (username
and password) [1]. In a cloud-based file server, knowledge-based
authentication seems to be the most common authentication
method adopted. Once the authentication is successful, then
the file server is open to anyone who login successfully and the
server cannot differentiate between an authentic user and an unauthentic. So, any activities and operations can be performed by the
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Jims Marchang.

one who has the credentials irrespective of the knowledge of the
authenticity of the authentic user. Adopting a mixture and layers of
different types of authentication methods can protect the system
better from unauthorized users. Some of the most common second
factor authentication methods adopted by financial institutions
like banks are use of PIN sentry, memorable word, and OTP (One
Time Password) [2–5]. Financial organizations like Barclays even
uses second or third factor authentication depending on the online
activity and the session keys are generated based on factors like
knowing user memorable PIN, transaction amount, smart card
information, physical card availability etc. using Chip Authentication
Program like PIN sentry, but detail internal methods and techniques
are not available in public domain due to security reasons and one
such security framework for card reader is presented by [2]. In a
PIN sentry approach, it reads the card details and using the secret
pin, one-time 8-digit pin password is generated to authenticate.
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The advantage of this technique is that the card, pin and card
reader should all be available at same place and at the same time to
generate one-time authentic session key and the key is generated
offline. The drawback is that without the card reader it will not
work, and the unused session key generated earlier may be usable
for future authentication.

It will be inconvenient to use such approach for activities
concerning file server system. Memorable words are static in nature
for a long period of time unless it’s replaced, so it’s vulnerable as time
passes by. So, a session key based on OTP is more appropriate to use
as a second factor authentication concerning the authenticity test
of the users when various activities and operations are conducted
on files in a cloud server. However, the critical aspect is the method
used or adopted for generation of an OTP session key. Some of the
critical questions regarding OTP generation are as follows:
a.

How unique are the session keys and how they are generated?

c.

What is the seed or factor or parameter or input source or the
method used to generate such session key?

b.

What is the degree of randomness or degree of correlation
between two consecutive session keys?

Moreover, there are applications which can be installed in
personal laptop or desktop as client for cloud services e.g. Apps
for Dropbox, OneDrive, and Google Drive etc. In such situation,
the likelihood of an intruder trying to be accessing the cloud
client directly through physical laptop or the desktop is minimal
because of the lack of physical availability of the devices with the
intruder unless the device is stolen, and the login credentials of the
personal device is compromised. So, in this study, the second factor
authentication is activated only when the cloud server is accessed
using web-browser and the current user tries to conduct operation
on files e.g. opening a file, deleting a file or downloading or save
as etc. The reason why this work doesn’t initiate a second factor
authentication during the initial login stage is because the real risk
is not when someone login, rather the thread is when someone
tries to harm or access the content of the files and documents of
the user. In this study, it is not only about generating a second factor
authentication session key, but it is all about when to generate,
what and how to generate is the main aspect of the contribution of
this work.

Thus, in this paper, whenever an important file operation
like opening a file, deleting a file or downloading a file is to be
conducted, the server triggers the user to verify the authenticity of
the user by generating and sending a session key to the registered
email address or an SMS so that activities of an authorized users
are protected from any intruders. If an intruder wanted to change
the file name, it does not affect the integrity of the file, so in this
study, operation of changing a file name is not considered a critical
activity. The file cloud server uses a unique and a novel technique to
generate a session key depending on the content of the file (hashing
technique) upon which the operation is to be performed, the server’s
status and user based random input. In this work, email is used as
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a means of sending the session key. Thus, even if an unauthorized
user managed to get through the initial authentication phase of
login, the intruder would not be able to steal, temper or alter the
file or file content with the proposed approach and the session
keys are dependent on computer status based random pseudo
random number, the file content, file modification time and file size,
and finally the user random input. Thus, the uniqueness and the
correlation of the session keys within and across users are more
random and even if a same operation is repeated on the same file.

Background study

Over the years, to safeguard intrusion or prevent unauthorized
access to user account, multi-factor authentication technique
is adopted through different means including use of One Time
Password (OTP) as session key or memorable word or use security
questions technique which are expected to be known only by
the authorize user. The authors of [6] discusses the potential
issues with security in relation to cloud computing. It discusses
the need for using security measures such as encryption, access
control and third-party auditing. Other authors like that of paper
[7], identifies the security measures for user authentication.
The authors discuss about different attacks such as password
discovery, session hijacking, customer fraud attacks and more. In
fact, because of using the same password over many authentication
platform and online accounts, the password becomes easy to get
revealed. So, the authors of [8] proposed a social- network based
email system, which allowed users to authentication themselves.
The system can let the user change their password on the primary
server if it was ever compromised. Different user protection and
validation techniques are adopted by various authors. The authors
of [9] proposed a secured system using AES based encryption
with an asynchronous key system. The work of [10] proposed an
authentication method which uses a session key for a second factor
authentication. Much like other previous solutions, the session key
is randomly generated using the encrypted value of the user ID.
However, this approach is potentially unsafe, because if an attacker
figures out the seed, which is where the value is being generated
from, the intruder can generate their own two-factor session keys
and access the user’s files. A new method of authentication is
designed in [11], the method adds an additional layer of security to
the Active Directory Server. However, the method does not consist
of any two-factor authentication methods, so if an attacker manages
to get victim’s password, the whole system would be compromised.
There are authors like the one listed in [12] who believes that single
authentication technique like using password is safe if the password
is selected well and believed that such method is safe from malware
and man-in- middle attacks. However, majority of the cloud users
don’t change their password for a very long time and people tend to
use easier password because it’s hard to remember complex ones,
which makes such approach vulnerable.
An authentication method derived from Diffie-Hellman’s RSA
model to share an encrypted key is designed in [13]. Nevertheless, it
is clear to see how this algorithm would prove useful to implement
into authentication for a cloud system. There are other authors
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like the ones listed in [14] who also derive their work from DiffieHellman’s RSA model. However, use of a second factor smart cardbased authentication has a limitation of availability and access
because it will work only when the card is available otherwise
access will be blocked. A paper using single sign on protocols using
the Kerberos V5 protocol, which works on ticket distribution, is
designed in [15]. The work deters attacks to the cloud-based server,
however it would not be secure for the end user because of using
only a single sign on. However, using the Kerberos V5 protocol
would be a user-friendly way to access the cloud-based system. The
authors of [16] discusses a multi-factor authentication protocol
which initially uses a single logon to authenticate, and the server
challenge for a sequence or pattern to authenticate. The server
matches the pattern to authenticate. If the pattern considered is
the pattern of mouse movement then there is a chance of matching
with the intruder’s movement pattern, because mouse movement
is generally conducted over a limited space. An attribute-based
authentication system was proposed in [17] using Quantum Key
Distribution. This method uses quantum mechanics to create an
irregular secret key. This secret key is known only to the user and
the server, so it is expected to be highly secure. The authors of
[18,19] designed a secure method for online financial transactions
that uses a two-factor authentication method that tracks mouse
activity and text typed activity of the user. So, it’s easier to identify
and differentiate between the user and the intruder. A method
that uses a key stroke measurement for user authentication is
designed by the authors of [19]. The method works by measuring
the duration of holding a key, and each key hold would be a feature
to differentiate the users and segregate between the authentic user
and the intruder. However, the situation, keyboard type, physical
health condition of the user may result in different key holding style
and duration and can even lead to authentication failure.
A different authentication technique that uses a hybrid textimage based authentication method is designed in [20]. The method
works by showing the user an image and the user types in the word
they have associated with the image to authenticate themselves.
This is a very innovative way of achieving authentication to a cloud
service, however if an attacker gained access to the associated
words of the image, then the authentication could be compromised.
A two-factor authentication system using biometric authentication
technique is designed by [21]. In this technique, a fingerprint is
used to grant the user access. This could potentially be a viable
solution for a two-factor authentication scenario; however, it is not
cost effective and biometrics can be exploited if an attacker gained
access to the user’s biometric information. A method using a onetime password which generates the password based on the user’s
local clock is proposed by authors of [22]. However, in such approach
clock synchronization could be a potential issue. The authors
of [23] designed a mechanism using two-factor authentication
method where the user’s email is used to pass the session key to
authenticate. The user input user’s identification number and the
key are generated. The server side uses a dynamic token from the
hash table in generating the key. The authors of [24] proposed an
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authentication system which takes advantage of biometric systems.
The mechanism proposes a system that uses fingerprint systems to
let the user gain access to the system. Biometrics is a very secure
and an individual way of authentication, if an attacker gains the
biometric information, an attacker could potentially conduct selfauthentication. In order to secure a healthcare information over
cloud, a linear network coding technique and re-encryption method
is used by [25] in the form of hybrid approach. However, no one has
taken an approach of using a unique session key which is controlled
by the Operating System of the server, hash value of a file and user
based random positional selection makes this paper unique from
the rest.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section 3 covers
the detail proposed model, and an analysis and discussion about
the proposed model is elaborated in section 4. Qualitative and
quantitative analysis are conducted in section 5 and finally the
conclusion and future direction are highlighted in section 6.

Proposed Multidimensional Alerting and Authentication
System

This paper proposes a multidimensional authentication for a
cloud-based file server when performing important file activities
like downloading or saving or opening or deleting files from a remote
cloud server to protect user’s information from intruders. The multi
factor authentication is initiated only when user login to the cloud
sever via a web-browser rather than client applications installed
in a mobile phone or computer. Second factor authentication may
not be necessary if file operations are conducted via installed
client application in user’s device because accessing the device
itself needs an authentication and moreover using multi factor
authentication for conducting important file operation like deleting
or opening etc. in client application installed in user device can be
inconvenient, but surely a convenient authentication technique can
also be adopted for client application based file activities, but it’s
not covered in this paper. The main attacks of user data in cloud
server will happen online and from anywhere, but it does not
rule out possibility of attacks through a client application which
is already installed in a user device if the device is stolen or not
logout or auto- login is saved or attacks can also be carried through
VPN or through remote login etc. The designed trustable secure
file system is called Multidimensional: User with File Content and
Server’s status-based Authentication for Secure File Operations in
Cloud (M-UFS authentication). The uniqueness of this approach is
the way the second factor authentication is generated and adopted
in securing the information stored in the cloud server when file
operations are conducted only via a web browser. In this method,
when a session key is generated, it uses the file content upon which
the file operation is to be conducted, file size, file last modified time,
system generated pseudo-random and user supplied positional
values and makes the system multidimensional for initiating multifactor authentication.
The intruder could get into the cloud server of an authentic
client by having or knowing the login credentials of the user or it
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could be because the user forgot to logout from public or hot desk
computers. If a session is inactive for a certain period, then the
session can be terminated and logout from the server, but when
credentials are compromised then nothing can be done or when
user saved the login credentials. To protect the information stored
in the cloud server after an intruder managed to get into the file
directory of a client is by invoking a second authentication step, if
the intruder tries to perform activities that can harm the user’s data
e.g. downloading or deleting file. Triggering an alarm or invoking
a second layer authentication upon file modification can also be
addressed, but in this study, it is assumed that the server does not
have installed applications to open or read or view file contents, so
such actions will not arise. To view or read or open a file, in this study
the file must be downloaded first. Hence, to safeguard files stored in
the cloud file server, a secret session key is used to authenticate and
allow activities concerning downloading or deleting a file. The main
contribution in this paper is the way the server and user combined
to generate a novel secret session key from the following factors:

Operating System (OS) based pseudo random number

A pseudo random number is generated based on CPU
temperature, clock speed, system time, and network packet
timings. One such method is used by executing OS based random
generation and the output of the pseudo random code is generated
in a hexadecimal value. Interestingly, this value is hard to reproduce,
and it is also unpredictable because it all depends on the OS
running in the server. The entropy (the degree of randomness in the
system) generated for random is different for each device because
the entropy is derived from device drivers and noises generated
in the computer. An OS based random generating a 32-character
hexadecimal value R0-31 is used. The random can take up-to 256 bits
of entropy to generate a pseudo-random string.
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SHA512 hash value of a file
The second component used as part of the source in generating
the novel secret key is the hash value of the file upon which the
operation of downloading or deleting is taking place. The hash
algorithm used in this model is known as SHA512. The interesting
feature about SHA512 is that it generates a fixed 128-digit
hexadecimal irrespective of the file type or size for either text or
binary file type. In this work, all the 128 digit values are not used,
rather to infuse randomness, the 128 digit is divided into four 32
digit segments and then an XOR operation of those four 32 digit
Hex segments are conducted and the resultant 32 digit Hex is
assigned to F0-31 to align with the 32 digit random values generated
i.e. R0-31. In this work, the SHA512 hash checksum is used as a
digital signature to ensure the integrity of the file when upload and
download activities is carried out. Example: if the content of the
file is the title of this paper i.e. “Server State and File Content Based
Two-Factor Authentication for Secure Cloud File Servers” then its
corresponding hash value of the SHA512 algorithm is a 32-digit
hexadecimal i.e. 4 0 5 F 9 7 2 3 2 9 8 8 D 9 B B E F 7 8 E 2 D 2 D D E
1C7249CADE42DE497A1C431E349DAC1CAACA
522E33277DC0D277DFB50BF32E695EFC803CB
4 A 3 7 2 F 1 4 7 0 9 6 7 6 8 3 A E 0 9 0 7 4 D B 9 B 2 (used: https://
passwordsgenerator.net/sha512-hash-generator/). The interesting
novel aspect of the designed is that the pseudo random generated
by OS and the hash value generated from the file is not used directly,
rather further an XOR operation is conducted over the two sets of
32-digit Hex values i.e. R0-31 and F0-31 by mixing. The resultant C0-31
is derived by performing XOR with R0−7 ⊕ F16−23, R8−15 ⊕ F24−31, R16−23
⊕ F0−7 and R24−31 ⊕ F8−15 as shown in Figure 1. An eight-character
long session secret key is selected from this 32-character Hex value
C0-31 and more detail is elaborated in the next paragraph.

Figure 1: Digesting using XOR operation between Pseudo-random Hex and File Hash Hex.
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Digesting with File Modification Time and Last File Size
before swapping positions
The third component is digesting the 32 Hex derived from the
system generated random number and the 32 Hex hash values
generated from the file content. In this operation using a pseudo
random number, an index Ci is selected from C0−15 and swapped
with Cj which is selected from C16−31. This iteration is repeated eight
times and in each iteration before swap (Ci, Cj) function is executed;
an XOR operation of Ci ⊕ Flm and Cj ⊕ Fcs is calculated. Where, Flm
and Fcs stands for file last modified time and file size respectively.
If a file is editable or viewable then there exists a likelihood of
capturing the file modification time, changing file size or file access
time and these factors can add to increase the dynamic degree of
randomness. In this model, file size and file last modified time are
disabled to view but read directly from the system. Moreover, the
values of Flm and Fcs are converted into single digit Hex value by
performing XOR with the Hex digits and its resultant, when the Hex
value has more than one digit. Only the micro-second portion of the
time of the system is extracted for the last modified time. Then the
final generation of the secret session key is detailed in the following
section.
User based 8-digit random Hex selections: All the resultant 32
digits of Hex are not used as the session key; rather random 8-digits
out of the 32-digits are selected based on the one-time 8 random
digit positions supplied by the user during the account creation.
These 8 random digit positions need not be remembered by the
user, rather these digit positions are remembered by the cloud
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server for each user. Moreover, each selected position is not directly
stored in plaintext, rather it is salted by conducting XOR operation
with a master key (Mk), so that the information is not directly visible
even at the database level. Thus, the randomness of the selection of
the 8- digits out of the 32-digits are not controlled by the server,
but its user dependent, which made is harder for other users or an
intruder to guess or predict, because digit position selection of one
user does not have a correlation with the selection pattern used by
other users and the content of the positional values are dynamic.
An example of the random selection of the 8-digit during user’s
registration is given in Figure 2. The approach of selecting the
random digit position by a user is adopted, so that the randomness
of the selection of the 8 digits Hex is distributed over the N users
rather than letting the single server decide for N users after the
server has already taken part in generating the 32 digit random
Hex based on the OS parameters. In fact, to ensure a higher degree
of unpredictability, the random selection of the 8-digit position
supplied by the users can be revised and up- dated on the server
from time to time. Thus, the Hex position selection from P1 to P8
is conducted in random and the resultant combinations of the
corresponding Hex values are used as the secret session key. Since,
the 32 digit Hex generated based on the OS running in the system
is random, even if an operation is repeated on a same file (same file
leads to same hash in SHA512), the resultant 32 digit Hex will not
be the same, unless the OS generates a same random Hex for a same
file, however such case is very highly unlikely when a 32 digit Hex
is considered.

Figure 2: A random selections of the 8-digit positions by the users.
In the model designed in this paper, if a session key is entered
over thrice then it can be assumed that the authentic user is either
not getting the secret session sent or is received but the user is
not aware of the session key being delivered. In such case, since
the user is not aware of the situation, the server initiates and
invokes a series of security questions which were recorded during
the account generation. If the security questions could not be
matched, then the user account is logged out and the user is not
allowed to login using the current account password until the
security questions are answered correctly. To avoid, any form of
relay attack, any session key generated by the server is recorded
and never allowed to use again irrespective of the user using it or

not. In case a session key is decrypted or hijack by an intruder or
intercepted by a middleman and wants to perform a relay attack,
the key should be un-operational. Moreover, to keep the system
communication secure, SSL is used with a mail server “smtp.gmail.
com” on port 465. Since, SSL is used, a secured certificate with a
key is provided by the server to secure the communication channel,
so the session key and any form of communication between the
client and the server is secured. The SSL server certificate used for
a secure communication was issued by “Let’s Encrypt X3” with a
serial number: 03 : 2F : DD : 6D : FE : EC : DD : 90 : F1 : A0 : 7B : 6C
: 40 : 0E : C5 : 16 : 76 : D0 (It is expired as of now).
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This second layer authentication system protects the data
stored in the cloud server, even if, the user credentials are
compromised, because the intruder would not be able to directly
perform any important activity that can harm user’s data stored in
the cloud server, because to proceed with any vital activities that
can lead to harm or lost, the activity has to be authenticated first as
shown in Figure 3. In the process, the main aim of this paper is the
way how the secret session key is generated. Since the session key
is sent to the user email or SMS, if the session key is entered over
thrice, then the server suspects an intrusion and challenge the user
with security questioned which were set during account creation,
so it is expected that the authorized user knows the answers.
This challenged is raised by the server to block the intruder and
logged the intruder out if the challenged is not reciprocated with
the correct answers. However, if the security questions are correct
then a new set of session key is generated again and send again
to the mail or SMS of registered email or phone number, because
the server wants to make sure that the new set of session key
generated by the server is entered correctly in the second attempt,
even if it has failed to enter the session key correctly within the
first three attempts in the earlier round. If the intruder could not
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enter the correctly session key, even if the intruder knows the
security questions, it will not be able to delete or download a file.
If the intruder failed to answer the security questions and failed to
enter the correct session key, then the server logout the intruder
and can ask for another round of security question by reporting the
situation to the authentic user asking to reset its credentials. So,
even if the authentic user does not notice the session key through
his email or SMS, the server makes sure that unauthentic users are
not allowed to conduct any damaging act to the user’s file even if
the login credentials are stolen or compromised. Security questions
should be something which only the user knows, but questions
like: Mother’s maiden name, first school, first job etc. are personal,
but these are common, and these kinds of questions are known by
many people who knows the user, so it’s not safe if the intruder is
someone close to the user. So, security questions can be set by self
and answer by self rather than supplying by the server. Some of the
self-set questions could be something random events but personal
which no one else knows, so that it will be hard to predict e.g. What
was your first investment company? What was the first foreign food
you had? Etc.

Figure 3: A flowchart to protect the Cloud File Server from an unauthorized user.

Analysis and Discussion
In this secure cloud server system, when important operation
like download and delete are to be conducted then the server
invokes a secure 8-digit Hex and mail or SMS the registered
authentic user. The interesting novelty of the approach is the way
those 8-digit Hex values are derived and how the user is informed
while the intruder is kept at bay even if the user’s credentials are
compromised. In the analysis, let’s say the following two sets of
32-digit Hex are produced from the OS based random function i.e.
R0-31 = C 5 C 7 9 D 6 B 7 72 1 6 8 9 E 5 F C 9 5 C 4 1 C D A B 2 0 3 E
and the hash value of the file to be downloaded or deleted using

SHA512 i.e. F0-31 = 6 E B 0 1 4 5 0 E 0 B A 4 2 5 1 7 D 0 3 D 6 B E E 3
4 9 B 4 3 6.

The next step is to perform an XOR operation over the 32
pseudo random Hex generated by the computer based on the OS
status and the SHA512 value of the file as highlighted in Figure 1,
by converting the Hex values to its corresponding binary values,
and the resultant C0-31 : B 8 C 4 4 B D 5 9 4 6 8 D C A 8 3 1 7 9 4
8 1 1 2 D 11 6 2 6 F is shown in Figure 4. The XOR operation is
conducted over the two sets of 32-digit Hex values i.e. R0-31 and F0-31
by mixing. The resultant C0-31 is derived by performing XOR with R0-7
⊕ F16-23, R8-15 ⊕ F24-31, R16-23 ⊕ F0-7 and R24-31 ⊕ F8-15. This action of
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conducting an XOR operation leads to another round of digestion of
the random 32-digit Hex generated by the operating system with
the 32-digit hash of the file. So, the degree of unpredictable of the
session key increases. The intruder neither knows the hash of the
file nor knows the random Hex generated by the OS. So, it becomes
impossible to guess or predict the resultant of the XOR operation
of two unknown Hex values when the lifespan of the session key is
short. Since, the file content is not known; it will become extremely
hard to guess the corresponding hash value of the file, even if the
random Hex generated by the server is known, in reality that is
also a challenge because the 32 random Hex is generated based on
the status of the CPU temperature, clock speed, system time, and
network packet timings. Over a period of time, the CPU temperature,

system time and network packet timings keep changing even if the
clock speed of the CPU is constant, so the degree of randomness
is high. With the help of the XOR binary operation, same resultant
value can be derived from two different sets of input and makes
less predictable. The session key is generated using this resultant
32-digit Hex. An example of the detail operation of the XOR of the
input Hex of R0−31 and F0−31 is given in Figure 4. So, by looking into
the resultant, the input sources cannot be predicted directly or
reconstruct easily when XOR operation is used because same Hex
result can be constructed from many possible inputs. Example:
Binary XOR operation of (1010 ⊕ 0101) = 1111, (0011⊕ 1100) =
1111 and (1001 ⊕ 0110) = 1111.

Figure 4: The XOR operation of the 32-digit random Hex and 32-digit F0−31 resultant from 128-digit SHA512 file Hex.
Table 1: Digesting of the 32 Hex values based on File Modification Time and File Size.
Iteration. Count
I1

Ci
C[3]=4

I2

C[6]=D

I4

C[15]=8

I6

I3
I5
I7
I8

C[0]=B

Flm ⊕Ci

Cj

A

C[21]=8

5

C[17]=1

3

C[26]=1

Fcs ⊕Cj

AFTER Swap(Ci, Cj)

B

B8CB4BD59468DCA8 :: 31794A112D11626F

2

28CB4B259468DCA8 :: 35794A112D31626F

2

B8CB4B259468DCA8 :: 31794A112D31626F

6

C[25]=D

E

C[6]=2

C

C[31]=F

C

284B4BC59468DCAE :: 35294A112631626C

C[12]=D

3

C[29]=2

1

284B46C594681CAE :: 35294A112631636C

C[2]=C

C[5]=B

2
5

C[18]=7
C[17]=5

28CB4B259468DCAE :: 35794A112631626F

4

284B4B259468DCAE :: 35294A112631626F

6

284B46C59468DCAE :: 35294A112631626C

Table 2: The response rates about usability, trust and complexity study.
Computer Knowledge Level

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Computerk

100%

100%

60%

100%

100%

Computernk

78%

80%

94%

94%
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However, this resultant 32 Hex is not the final Hex from where
the final eight-digit Hex session key is generated. The 32-digit Hex
is further digested by performing XOR using last modified time of a
file with randomly selected Hex values from C0−15 and XOR with the
file size and randomly selected values between C16−31 and later the
values are swapped. Thus, the 32 Hex Pre-Swapping is divided into
two sections i.e. B 8 C 4 4 B D 5 9 4 6 8 D C A 8 and 3 1 7 9 4 8 1 1 2
D 1 1 6 2 6 F for C0−15 and C16−31 respectively. Thereafter, a random
position of C0−15 is selected and XOR with Flm i.e. last file modified
time and swapped with one of the digit positions of C16−31 after an
XOR operation is performed with Fcs i.e. last modified file size. Since,
random selection is done from C0−15 and C16−31, same positions could
be selected multiple times, but the values keep changing in each
iteration unless the value to be swapped is same with the earlier
value as shown in (Table 1). As shown in the (Table 2), the random
eight positions elected from C0-15 could be C3, C6, C0, C15, C2, C6, C5, and
C12 and the other eight random selections could be C21, C26, C17, C25,
C18, C31, C17 and C29 from C0-31 and performs an XOR with the file last
modified time and file size respectively before the Hex values are
swapped. Example: Flm = 54324 micro-second and Fcs = 3132 bytes,
so Hex values of the corresponding decimal for Flm and Fcs is D434
and C3C respectively and converting them to a single Hex digit by
performing XOR i.e. D⊕4⊕3⊕4 = E and C⊕3⊕C = 3. Thus, before
swapping Ci is randomly selected from C0-15 where i = 0 to 15 and
perform Flm ⊕ Ci operation and then swapped with Fcs ⊕ Cj where
j = 16-31 and Cj is randomly selected from C16-31. The operation is
repeated eight rounds and in each round a random index of i and j
are selected, so same position can also be selected multiple times.
The probability of knowing the right order of picking those eight
positions Pe0-15 from the 0 to 15 positions of C0-15 is given in (1),
and the probability of picking the correct eight positions from the
C16-31 is the same Pe16-31 as shown in (2), where a and b =16. So, the
probability of correctly predicting both the pair of eight positions is
Pe0-31 is shown in (3). In this example, the final resultant R is 2 8 4
B 4 6 C 5 9 4 6 8 1 C A E 3 5 2 9 4 A 1 1 2 6 3 1 6 3 6 C from where
the 8 digit Hex session key is selected as per the positions provided
by each user and the probability of selecting all the eight positions
correctly is given by Psk0-31 in (4). The probability of selecting all
the right eight Hex values after the eight positions of the 32 Hex
positions are predicted correctly is given by (5). So, probability of
selecting all the eight positions correctly and predicting all the Hex
values of each eight positions correctly is given in (6).
i =7

Pe0−15 = ∏ a1i
i =0

j =7

Pe16−31 = ∏ b1j
j =0

j =7

i =7

Pe0−31 = ∏ a1i X ∏ b1j
=i 0=j 0

Psk0−31 =

k =7

∏

=
k 0,=s 32

1
( s − k )k

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

m=7

Pυ = ∏ h1m
m=0

=
k 7=
m 7
1
1
r
( s − k )k
hm
=
k 0,=s 32
=
m 0

P =

∏

X∏

(5)
(6)

The final session key is not the entire 32-digit Hex key as
highlighted before, rather a random eight-digit Hex selected
from the resultant 32-digit Hex (R) and the selection of the index
positions are provided by user. Thus, the digit positions of the
8-digit Hex are randomly supplied by the user as shown in example
of Figure 2 and the random digit positions are communicated to
the server once, but it can be updated from time to time. A user can
select the 8-digit positions [P1 to P8] from the resultant (R) 32 digit
Hex in random (Example: A user can select the index positions R15,
R27, R20, R28, R9, R3, R22, and R7 for the eight digit session key Hex i.e.
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, and P8 respectively). The main reason
of letting the user allow selecting the session key digit positions is
to introduce an element of randomness from different perspective
and to deduce the correlation between the session keys by letting
each user of the N users to uniquely and independently decide the
digit positions and introduce the randomness among the N users
rather than the single server deciding the randomness for all the
N users. The server has already involved in generating a 32-digit
random Hex, so a new dimension of randomness is infused from
human perspective. By doing so, the randomness of the session
key is derived from the random Hex generated by the server and
content of the file in one hand and on the other hand the degree of
final randomness is enhanced by letting each user to select their
own random digit positions from the available 32 digit R which is
the resultant of the 32 digit random Hex generated by the server
and the 32 digit Hex of the SHA512 hash of the file content. In
this study a master key (Mk) is used to be salted with the selected
eight positions provided by the user e.g. (Mk) used is A, 1, 2, F,
B, C, E, and 7 for Hex positions P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8
respectively. If the selected eight Hex values are E, 1, 4, 6, 4, B, 1
and 5 then XOR operations of E ⊕ A, 1 ⊕ 1, 4 ⊕ 2, 6 ⊕ F, 4 ⊕ B,
B⊕C, 1⊕E, and 5⊕7 are performed to salt the digit positions. In
order to get back to the original digit positions of each user, XOR
operations are conducted with Mk’s corresponding Hex digit values.
In an event, an intruder access someone else’s account using stolen
credentials, the user will be triggered and informed by sending
the 8-digit secret session key if the intruder tries to harm or steal
information by trying to delete or download a file. So, while the
intruder is busy guessing the secret session key, since the channel
is secured by SSL communication, the intruder cannot decrypt the
secret session key, rather it has to guess the right session key in
three attempts to complete the action of downloading or deleting
a file. In a meantime, upon receiving the secret session key, the
authentic user could reset the user credential as shown in Figure
5 and logout before the intruder could inflict any form of damage
to user information stored in the cloud. If the user did not notice
the triggered session key delivered through the email or SMS by
the server, still the server invokes a series of security questions
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which were set during account creation after the intruder fails to
successfully guess the secured session key within three attempts.
It is expected that the intruder would not be able to answer the
personalized security questions, so the account would eventually

Copyrights @ Jims Marchang.

log out. However, if the security questions are guessed correctly by
the intruder and the server is requested to initiate a new session
key, but still then the session key will be sent to the authentic user
and the intruder would still have to guess the secret session key.

Figure 5: User and the server interaction during the generation of the secret session key.

Usability and Trust Analysis of the System
After the designed system is tested, a survey is conducted with
five basic questions pertaining to the designed system to understand
its usability, trust and complexity. The survey is conducted with fifty
(50) individuals who studied computer science or related course
(Computerk) and on the other hand it is also surveyed with fifty
(50) individuals who never studied computer related course but
uses computers and cloud services (Computernk). Moreover, all the
individuals who took part in the survey have used or have cloudbased file storage account like Dropbox, OneDrive, and Google
Drive etc. In order to capture the context of the usability, trust and
complexity analysis of the proposed authentication mechanism the
following five questions were asked to the participants i.e.
Q1. Do you know, if your cloud server login credential is
compromised, your files are at risk?

Q2. Do you worry if your files stored in the cloud are compromised?
Q3. Is the proposed approach inconvenient to use?

Q4. If the designed authentication system is more secure, then
will you compromise about the number of steps involved to secure
your data?
Q5. Do you feel safer using the proposed model compared to a
single authentication system?

It is interesting to find that that 22% of those who don’t study
or know about computer security did not realize about the risk
exposed to the file’s stores in cloud when login credentials are
compromised. However, majority of those individuals understand
that their files are at risks, if credentials are compromised.

It was 100% clear to those who know about computers that
login credentials are the first point of defense to files safety and
security. Unlike those who have the knowledge about computer,
20% of those who doesn’t know about computers do not worry
about the files stored in the cloud servers, it could mainly be due to
un-realizing the level of damage or threads which can be caused if
files are stolen damage or manipulated etc. It could also be due to
the fact that they don’t store any valuable personal files, or it could
be due to complete lack of awareness about data breach (it could
not be captured in this study).

It is obvious that using a simpler security steps like user
credentials for authentication are convenient, using a second
factor authentication could be inconvenient to an extent. Thus,
60% - 94% of both the parties, who knows about computers and
those who do not, thinks that additional steps used in the proposed
security model is inconvenient, however 100% of those who knows
about computers agrees not to compromise on security despite
the requirement of additional steps to secure the cloud file server
activity. It is also found that 100% of those who have the knowledge
about computers feel safer in using the model of activating a secure
activity key during file download or upload or save as operation.
Among those who don’t have much knowledge about security or
computer, 90% still thinks that the proposed model will make the
server activity safer even if majority of them feels that the steps
added will make it inconvenient to use.

Conclusion and Future Direction

This paper deigned a more secure multi-factor cloud server
authenticating technique when file access attempt is made through
web-browser when important file operations like deleting,
downloading or saving is attempted. This will ensure safety of the
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files stored over a cloud server when an unauthorized user and
intruders tries to damage or access or steal the unauthorized files
when user’s credentials are compromised or when user forgot to
logoff from the system or when user saved the credentials on a
system. A secure session key is delivered to the registered email
address or phone, if important activities are conducted over the
files stored in the cloud.

In this paper, the session key generated by the server to
complete any important activities related to files stored in the
cloud and it is unique and different from any known session key
generation techniques because it is generated based on the hash
value of the file upon which the activity is conducted, file size,
file last modified time, random value generated the server which
is based on the OS (CPU temperature, clock speed, system time,
and network packet timings etc.) running in the system and user
positional input for key generation. The session key is active for
a limited duration, thereafter it expires. If the current user could
not supply the correct session key, then the user can be suspected
as an intruder and the server initiate other personalized security
question-based challenges as a next line of defense. Thus, the server
invokes different layers of security to safeguard the files stored in
a cloud and the authentic user is informed about the activity with
a corresponding secure session key, so that while the intruder is
busy trying to guess the session key or the security questions, the
authentic user could easily block the intruder by setting new login
credentials. Thus, the technique secures the files stored in a cloud
server from any unauthorized access.
This work will be further extended with a design for clientbased application. This work will also be extended in solving the
issue if a same session key is generated twice for the same user at
any given point of time.
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